
Global Action Team Stories from the Field

CAs 3 & 7
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before StartWelcome Lions who are joining us for the latest event in our series, Global Action Team: Stories From the field. Please come in, find a virtual seat and get comfortable. We will start the session in about 2 minutes. Begin Webinar: Welcome everyone, Lions and non-Lions alike, and thank you for joining us as we continue our storytelling series, Global Action Team: Stories From the field. I hope that you have found a comfortable spot to relax and participate in this event. This is the 3nd and final episode in our storytelling series, and today our storytellers are from constitutional areas 3 and 7, and they will be lifting-up stories from their regions, stories that show how clubs are mobilizing members and resources to take care of the most vulnerable in their communities.It’s what Lions Do.  We like to start these sessions by asking, “Why the emphasis on Storytelling?”There is a Native American proverb that says. “Tell me the facts and I’ll learn. Tell me the truth and I’ll believe. But tell me a story and it will live in the heart forever.” Let’s all reflect on that thought as we prepare to embark on a story-driven journey, a journey that will take us to Equador, Brazil, New Zealand and Australia to experience the impact felt when Lions MOBILZE…ORGANIZE…and ACT.  



Moderator
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Michael DiMaria
Global Action Team Field Manager

Global Action Team Staff Support
Grisell Barraza– CAs 3 & 4
Carolyn Hall– CAs 3 & 7
June Kim – CAs 5 & 7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we start our journey, I would like to introduce myself. My name is Michael DiMaria, and I am the Global Action Team department manager for field activities at Lions Clubs International, and I will be moderating this journey. Joining me in support of this webinar are 3 Global Action Team staff specialists. They are:Grisell Barraza – Specialist supporting CA3 and CA4 EuropeCarolyn Hall – Specialist supporting leaders in CA3 and CA7June Kim – Specialist supporting Leaders in CA7 as well as CA5 



• This webinar is being recorded.  The recording and presentation will be 
available later this week on the Lions International Virtual webpage: 
lionsclubs.org/virtual

• Your microphone has been muted and will remain so for the duration of this 
webinar

• Have a question? Submit it using the “Question” tab located in the sidebar
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Important information about this webinar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I introduce our storytellers, I would like to provide some information. Please be advised that this session will be recorded, and a link will be provided on the Virtual Events landing page in the coming days. Your microphone has been muted and will remain so for the duration of this webinar.If you have a question or would like to make a comment, you can submit those using the “Question” tab located in the sidebar. We encourage you to send us your questions or comments throughout the webinar, and our team will organize and share those with our presenters towards the end of this event. We will also be activating poll questions during this session, and we encourage all to participate. 
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Meet Today’s Presenters

PDG Wendy Miller
GAT Area Leader

PCC Chris Howard
GAT Area Leader

PID Nicolás Jara Orellana
GAT Area Leader

PDG Ricardo Komatsu
GAT Area Leader

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that, we have many miles to cover on our journey…So let us begin! Joining us today are 4 Lion storytellers, whom are all GAT area leaders.Please join me in welcoming them, and I invite them to turn on their cameras as they are introduced.Representing Constitutional area 3 we are joined by: Past International Director Nicolás Jara Oar-yen-ya from EquadorandPast District Governor Ricardo Komatsu from Brazil.Joining us from Constitutional Area 7 we are joined by:Past District Governor Wendy Miller from New ZealandPast Council Chair Chris Howard from AustraliaLet’s give them a global welcome. 



MD
G

GROWING MEMBERSHIP IN A CLUB

PID Nicolás Jara Orellana
GAT Area Leader
CA 3: MD G

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lions create impact because we stay in motion, we serve. And as we know…service is a journey. So, let’s begin our journey in Equador, with PID Nicolas Jara. Growing club membership is crucial to being able to respond to the needs of local communities. More hands provide more service. PID Jara will share a story about how existing clubs are focusing efforts on growth, in order to provide more service impact. Welcome director Jara. 



A Real Story
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How to Grow a Club

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There has been a problem with low membership in clubs in CA3.It is up to us to bring a new generation to our clubs.



Problems in my Club
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• Few old lions

• No initiatives

• A club near dropping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had a few problems with our club: Only older Lions were in our clubThere has been poor initiatives for new service projects.We felt we need new members or we could lose our club



Perspectives
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• Do we have sons? Daughters? Relatives?

• We can invite them

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can we grow and change our club?Where are the prospective members?We thought they could be relatives, sons, and brothers.



What was the Strategy?
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• We planned a party with this group 
of young relatives and friends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to encourage them to join our club we invite them to a party at our homes.They can invite other people they know.



What was the Strategy?
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• During the party, we talked to them 
about Lionism and invited them to 
be members of our club

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we are sharing with them, we share and talk about Lionisim.They are happy in the moment. After the party we invite them to our club. 



What were the Results?
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• 25 new members

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The result was 25 new young members.



The New Club
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• New initiatives

• New, young Lions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We then have new initiatives, new ways of working.



The Club Today
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• Younger members in leadership 
positions

• Older members serving as advisors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They are encouraged to obtain leadership positions.Many members like me, advise them.Now all those younger members are part of our leadership.Because of this, we are consistently getting new younger Lions. 
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Our Club

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our club in Quito.
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Our Club

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you see here, they are serving food to more than 300 people in our city. We now have a new club with new leaders and they see the future; and we are sure we will have more clubs in the near future. 



The Lion Feeling
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• We need happy Lions!

• All the members in my club are 
happy Lions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to give new members the things to have happy times in our club.All the members in our club are happy Lions.Now I want to introduce my son, he is 22 years old. He wants to share his experience…Thank you, Director Jara and Nicolas for that story on how your club engaged young members of your community, and grew together as an inter-generational club. 



MD
LC

GAT+ EXPANDING SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

PDG Ricardo Komatsu
GAT Area Leader
CA 3: MD LC

MD
G

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our journey now continues east to Brazil, where we will join our next storyteller PDG Ricardo Komatsu. Lion Komatsu will be sharing a story about how Brazilian Lions, led by the Global Action Team, are working with districts to empower their clubs to expand service activities in their local communities. Welcome PDG Komatsu.On behalf GAT of CA III and from Brazil, I would like to thank the organizers for this kind invitation to talk my GAT story from the field.We used to say GAT PLUS in Latin America integrating GAT with LCIF and the Program of LEO Clubs in order to unity, maximize and expand our actions.Membership development. Is it a challenge in your Constitutional Area? In your Country? In your District? In your Club?As you know, service is the key for loyalty, and also communication and marketing. Only a meaningful service is capable to contribute to maintain our members as active and proud Lions or to attract new Lions.
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GAT+: AMPLIANDO OPORTUNIDADES DE SERVIÇO
GAT+: AMPLIANDO LAS OPORTUNIDADES DE SERVICIO

GAT+: EXPANDING 
SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

LEADERSHIP

MEMBERSHIP

SERVICE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GAT PLUS: Expanding service opportunities in Constitutional Area III, Brazil.Offering a hand! It is a typical Brazilian way to tell I’m offering you my support, a help, and why not, one idea!I would like to tell a story…
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ESCASSEZ DE EQUIPAMENTOS DE PROTEÇÃO INDIVIDUAL
ESCASEZ DE EQUIPOS DE PROTECCIÓN PERSONAL

SCARCITY OF PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Masks for Life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facing the scarcity of personal protection equipment – PPE with pandemic of COVID-19.As a medical teacher and doctor, I concluded that our country was able to offer PPE to health professionals, specially for first responders, emergency departments, intensive care units, and hospitals in general. Initially we launched a campaign Masks For Life in order to encourage lions and volunteers the making of homemade facial masks. It was a very successful campaign with hundreds of thousands of homemade mask.



COMO SERVIR COM SEGURANÇA?
CÓMO SERVIR CON SEGURIDAD?

HOW TO SERVE SAFELY?
Nós servimos em casa
Nosotros servimos en casa

We serve at home

Bahl P et al. Thorax 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beginning the pandemic, we need to be sure that our Lions and Leos are serving safely, mostly at home.
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• Folha de acetato
• Arco de cabelo (tiara)

• Hoja de acetato
• Arco del pelo

Materials:
• Acetate sheet
• Headband

PROTETORES FACIAIS FEITOS EM CASA
PROTECTORES FACIALES HECHOS EN CASA

HOME MADE FACE SHIELDS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We instructed Lions and people in general to make homemade face shields using only a sheet of acetate and a headband.We donated hundreds of homemade face shields for healthcare professionals.But we needed more…



Protetor Facial Salva Vidas

Face Shields Save Lives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On March 28, I called DG 2019-2020 Waldoylson Miranda asking for a possibility to produce face Shields using a model for 3D printing. He told me: yes, I can. Hpw much is needed? My answer was: thousands and thousands... He concluded that it was impossible to produce a large amount using only 3D printings and offered to use his own industry, which stopped temporally activities due to pandemics.
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Escasez de PROTECTORES FACIALES
Escassez de PROTETORES FACIAIS

Scarcity of FACE SHIELDS

Designing a face shield for 
industrial scale production

Testing one of the first face shields

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On April 1st, 2020, after several messages changed by WhatsApp, DG2019-2020 Waldoylson Miranda presented me his industrial version of a face shield. It was looking good!... Lion Tatiana stayed looking for all necessary material for industrial production. I just offered a hand, as a GAT Area Leader: for a right person, Lion, DG, industry owner and designer, in a right place, Sao Paulo city, epicenter of COVID-19 in Brazil, in a right moment: beginning the COVID-19 crisis in Brazil. In few days we had started the production and distribution of face shields.



FACE SHIELDS SAVE LIVES
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Face Sheilds Donated:
District LA 1     1.684
District  LA 5:   5.000
District  LB 1: 10.000
District  LB 2:   8.000
District  LB 3: 10.000
District  LC 1:   7.400
District  LC 3:      900
District  LC 5:   1.560
District  LC 6:   1.150
District  LC 8:   2.197
District  LD 1:   3.000
MD LC:             3.300
Paraguay:            250
Total:      101.133

Districts and MD LC received COVID-19 
frontline relief emergency grants from LCIF

Academic Hospital 
Regional Reference for COVID-19

Home Care

Medical School: 
Clerkship, Internship

Hospital Emergency Department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of all efforts of Lion Waldoylson Miranda and Lions Tatiana Miranda, District LC 2, and Lions of Brazil, they produced 101,133 face shields donated for hospitals, outpatient clinics, health professionals and health professions 'students. Districts and MD LC received COVID-19 frontline relief emergency grants from Our Foundation LCIF. We are very proud with these results!



25https://lionmagazine.org/articles/lions-mobilize-to-shield-healthcare-workers/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The immediate repercussion was an incentive for Lions of Latin America to remain engaged fighting COVID-19. Our Lion Magazine, in English, published our campaign as Global Service: Lions mobilize to shield healthcare workers. 

https://lionmagazine.org/articles/lions-mobilize-to-shield-healthcare-workers/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One very interesting indirect result is on membership. Look at the 1st District of Brazil in this ranking of the net growing in membership: exactly District LC 2. The District is so proud with the success of a service activity and so enthusiastic that promote a necessary climate to develop his membership. Of course it is a result of a hard teamwork involving at least two fiscal years and IPDG Waldoylson’s and DG Aparecida Millen’s teams. But it is a good example on positive effect of a meaningful service on membership.

https://lionmagazine.org/articles/lions-mobilize-to-shield-healthcare-workers/


We serve at home!

We serve wherever we are!

We serve using our creativity 
and inspired by our generosity!

Latin America does not stop!
América Latina não para!

¡Latinoamérica no se detiene!
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¡Nosotros servimos en casa! ¡Servimos dondequiera que estemos! 
¡Servimos usando nuestra creatividad 
e inspirados por nuestra generosidad! Nosotros servimos.

Nós servimos em casa! Nós servimos onde quer que estejamos! 
Servimos com a nossa criatividade 
e inspirados na nossa generosidade! Nós servimos!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We serve at home, we serve wherever we are, we serve using our creativity and inspired by our generosity.Latin America do not stop!We Serve. 
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“You can’t get very far unless 
you start doing something for 
somebody else”

-Melvin Jones
Lions Clubs International Founder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“You can’t get very far unless you start doing something for somebody else” as told to us by Melvin JonesThanks a lot for this opportunity and for all your attention!Thank you very much PDG Komatsu with that story on how Lions in Brazil have expanded service impact, while continuing to serve safely during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



Poll Break

What tools or strategies does 
your club find most effective in 
promoting events and projects?

• Social media
• Press releases to local media
• Lions International’s Brand Advance Kit
• Engaging local officials and businesses
• Word of mouth

Event Promotion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we leave south America and head on the long journey west, we are going to activate our first poll question. The first question is: What tools does your club find most effective in promoting events and projects?�The poll will remain open for about 15 seconds and we will share those results. Ok please close the poll.Comment on poll results



Brand Advance Kit
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Available on the Brand 
Guidelines webpage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the many resources that clubs can leverage to promote their service is The Brand Advance Kit. This resource makes it easy to promote your club with a wide range of customizable materials, including:BrochuresFlyersPostersSocial Media GraphicsYou can access this and other marketing resources on the LCI website



MD
202

CHILDHOOD CANCER PROJECT

PDG Wendy Miller
GAT Area Leader
CA 7: MD 202

MD
LC

MD
G

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our long journey across the Pacific has landed us in New Zealand where our next storyteller is waiting to greet us. And there she is. PDG Wendy Miller will be sharing a story with us about how Lions in New Zealand have found a very creative way to bring entertainment and excitement to children who are undergoing cancer treatment. Welcome Lion Wendy.
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202 L Childhood Cancer Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is my pleasure to share with you a great success story from Multiple District 202 New Zealand and Islands of the South Pacific.The photo on your screen shows one of the completed trolleys with activities being presented to the staff at the Bay of Plenty Cancer Centre by members of the local Lions Clubs. I will now give you an overview of the project.What started out as a simple request to one Lions club to help fulfil a need at a local hospital’s children’s Cancer ward ended up as a top project for District 202L. The request was for a “Fun trolley” to help entertain, stimulate and occupy young minds going though one of life’s worst events.In March 2019 the Zone 9 Chairperson received an email from a Clinical Nurse Specialist for the Adolescent and Young Adult Cancer Service for the Midland Region, which covers four areas in the North Island of New Zealand. The Nurse Specialist has been supporting young people with cancer since the service started eleven years ago. She advised that a recent study into the needs of young people during their cancer journey, identified the need for more psychosocial (or fun stuff) to support them, especially while undergoing cancer treatment.As a result, the service wanted to provide ‘entertainment trolleys’ for the Adult Day Stay Chemo Units and the Pediatric Wards and Day Clinics at the hospitals in each of the four regions covered by the Midland service.      **NEXT SLIDE PLEASE**



Project Overview
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 Provide entertainment trolleys in hospitals for children 
and young adults undergoing cancer treatment

 Approximate cost NZD $3,000 (US $1,990) per trolley

 Include activities suitable for ages 12 to 24 years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The idea was for the trolleys to contain activities to enable the young people, aged between 12 and 24 years, to keep themselves entertained while undergoing their treatment. Input was therefore received from them as to what they would like included in the trolleys.The estimated cost for one trolley to be produced, including the games and activities, was NZD $3,000.The Zone Chairperson and her club were keen to take part in this worthwhile project and the other clubs in the Zone were also challenged to become involved. The next step was to invite the clubs in the neighbouring Zone to contribute and with the support of the Global Action Team and the District Cabinet it was expanded to include all Zones and clubs within the District. **NEXT SLIDE PLEASE**



Entertainment Trolleys
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The President of one of the Lions clubs offered to produce the trolleys at his manufacturing business at a greatly reduced cost. The trolleys have a 24” screen mounted on the top which is used when playing the PlayStation games. The photo shows the completed trolleys waiting to have the games and activities added to them.The cabinets are lockable and are on wheels so are able to be moved around as required.     **NEXT SLIDE PLEASE**



Games and Activities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The photo shows the contents of the cabinet which include a PlayStation 4 console plus Controllers, PlayStation games and wireless headphones. Also included are a selection of colouring and other activity books plus felt pens and colouring pencils.Another of the Club Presidents was able to access these items at a discounted price through the generosity of the Manager at his workplace.           **NEXT SLIDE PLEASE**



[SLIDE TITLE]
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 26 clubs donated

 Seven trolleys

 Nine activity packs

 Plaques affixed to trolleys

 Finished cost NZD $2,300 
(US $1,525) each

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In total twenty six clubs in the District gave donations to help fund the trolleys and activities and one of the clubs supported the project further by giving a second donation.Due to the generosity of the clubs a total of seven trolleys complete with activities were provided. Two additional  activity packs were supplied to the clinics with no space for the trolleys.Plaques were affixed to each trolley identifying it as a Lions project. Each plaque lists the participating clubs from the area who had contributed funds to provide the trolley and activities.The final cost of each trolley, including the activities, was $2,300 which was considerably less than the estimated price of $3,000. This was thanks to the generosity of the two Lion members who were able to provide the goods and services at a discounted price.Surplus funds collected from the clubs were used to purchase more PlayStation games, Word Search books, Sudoko, HB and colouring pencils plus clip boards and clear files for activity sheets.**NEXT SLIDE PLEASE**
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Trolley Presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The trolleys and activity packs were presented in December 2019 and they were all gratefully received. They are extremely popular with the young people and the clinics wonder how they had ever managed without them.The photo shows another of the trolleys being presented to one of the hospitals by the local Lions.This heartwarming project reinforced the fact that individually we can make a difference but together we can achieve so much more. Well done District 202L!Thank you. Thank you very much PDG Wendy. It’s powerful and inspiring to hear what can happen when members of the community reach out to one club for assistance. From there, the Lion network activates and mobilizes. It shows the power of action. 



MD
201

DROUGHT RELIEF ACROSS AUSTRALIA

PCC Chris Howard
GAT Area Leader
CA 7: MD 201

MD
202

MD
LC

MD
G

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our last destination on our journey is MD201 Australia, as we welcome GAT area leader, PCC Chris Howard. He will tell us a story about how Lions came together and mobilized during a national crisis, to help those most affect by a nationwide drought. Welcome PCC Howard.[Chris]Good morning Lions, thanks for the opportunity to talk to you today from MD201 Australia, Papua New Guinea and Norfolk Island.The stories I have today come from that ancient time before Covid impacted our lives.Two of my stories have their beginnings in 2016 as the rains in western New South Wales and South Eastern Australia failed and drought began to impact life.They failed again in 2017, 2018 and, as shown on the map, 2019 the drought now was spread over NSW.
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Drought in NSW 
February 2020
If not green - drought

• 3rd year of drought

• Farmers and townships 
under increasing stress

Eden

Dubbo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main activities in this area are grazing (raising animals for meat) and agriculture (growing crops for food and textiles).My first story relates to the impact of the drought on these farming communities and how Lions came to their aid. Crops failed, stock starved and farms and communities suffered. Across Australia Lions and others recognised the need for help and many organised fund-raising events to purchase fodder and to provide other relief.The Lions Club of Cranbourne in District 201V3 in Victoria set up their Lions Need For Feed project in 2016/2017.  They would source fodder and deliver to areas of greatest need – and they are still delivering fodder today! Unfortunately, as the drought dragged on, the easily accessible and ‘cheap’ fodder was consumed as more and more areas went deeper into drought.



NW Tasmania
Hands across the water
• Lions and community 

come together to 
help

• Hay ready for 
shipment

40

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2019, the Lions Club of Smithton Circular Head, in Lions District 201T1, Tasmania, and the Circular Head Agricultural Show Society recognised that farmers in their area had fodder they could donate and were willing to help. They settled on the Dubbo area of western New South Wales as the recipient – a distance of some 1500 kms. Not such a long distance to deliver the hay, but there is the small matter of Bass Strait, a 350 km stretch of open ocean, with often challenging weather, a significant obstacle and the Lions needed to keep costs down to get as much hay as they could to the mainland. In February 2019, through contacts the Lions found that the MV Statesman was available in mid-March as it was scheduled to travel empty from Launceston Tasmania to Eden NSW and the owners were prepared to transport the hay.  The Smithton Lions liaised with other clubs and districts particularly the Geurie Lions Club, who were coordinating fodder deliveries in District 201N4, and the Pambula Merimbula Lions Club in 201N2, the nearest Lions Club to Eden, to investigate the possibility of the hay coming to Eden and then transporting it the 700kms to Dubbo.Geurie and Pambula Merimbula Lions Clubs said they would help, so the haylift was on! The 20 members of the Smithton Lions with the Agricultural Show Society folk got stuck in and sought donations from their region. There was a further small problem, the local hay is baled in rolls and the vessel was much better for larger square profile bales. Local fodder businesses agreed to swap large square bales from their stock for local rolled bales – so the donations rolled in and the square bales headed to the port on 13 semi-trailers.Ultimately, some 565 bales were loaded onto the MV Statesman on 12 March 2019 ready for its 300 nautical mile (560km) sea transit to Eden.
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On the Mainland

Presenter
Presentation Notes
27 hours later the Statesman arrived in Eden where members of the Pambula Merimbula Lions and the Eden Lioness clubs were on hand to help out and the trucks from the Dubbo region had gathered. The Lions and Lionesses worked the barbecue to ensure the truck drivers and the stevedores received a hearty breakfast/lunch.The hay was transferred from ship to trucks and the 700 km trip out to the Dubbo area started. 
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The Outcome
• Lions

• Action

• Community benefit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The hay was allocated as gifts for individual farmers and their families with personal care packages, drinking water, Lions cakes and stock supplements added. In this project Lions from the Smithton Circular Head club with Pambula Merimbula club and Geurie club plus the Eden Lioness club members came together from across 3 Districts to contribute invaluable support to families in need. To date the 13 Lions of Geurie club have been operating the N4 Drought Disaster Relief project since 2018.  The project has distributed some 16,600 bales of hay and 4.4 million dollars in financial aid helping 1,917 farming families. Lions across Australia and other community organisations have contributed over the 3 years of the project which mercifully closes on 28 November 2020 with a final hay distribution and BBQ.
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2019-2020 
South Eastern Australia Bushfires

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 From the previous story, which was about easing the pain of drought. The long  drought left forest and bush dry. From August 2019 through to January 2020 much of the Eastern part of the country was aflame.  The fires caused losses of both property and life.The Lions Club of Port Arlington Drysdale in District 201V2 with 31 members saw an opportunity to serve.  With many properties totally destroyed, the Lions recognised that many survivors would have lost not just homes, sheds and clothing but also their tools.Tools that might be used to give survivors some agency in doing work on their properties.
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Tools for Towns
• Lions community tools 

collection

• Lion-to-Lion delivery

• Lions community 
distribution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Lions launched an appeal for tools to help and the offers flowed in. One community member went to Bunnings Hardware store, chose a wheelbarrow, filled it with a range of new tools, paid the bill and delivered it to the Lions because he said he knew the Lions would get it where it was needed.With reactions like this the appeal quickly exceeded expectations and inspired two other nearby clubs to join in the collection. Over 20 tons of tools were delivered to 8 fire affected communities, in Districts 201V3, 201V6 and 201N4. Where there was a Lions club established, they took on the role of distribution to those in greatest need. Where there was no Lions club, other community organisations such as Blaze Aid were entrusted with the distribution. 



Broome
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A place where magic 
happens

2,374 kms to Perth by road

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we move from the South Eastern corner of the country to the north western corner. The township of Broome is a magical place, as anyone who has visited can attest, but it is remote which is a major issue for the community because of the need to travel to major centres such as Perth to obtain treatment for many diseases, particularly cancers. This is a particular issue for the local indigenous communities as separation from country and family can adversely impact their response to treatment.Part of the response is to promote tele-health but there still is a need for appropriately qualified medical staff and specialist equipment to deliver treatments and medications. The local hospital set up a tele-health service to allow patients from the region to receive treatments in the local area but needed to fund the specialised equipment themselves.The advantages were significant, locals could come to their own facility avoiding protracted stays down in Perth, several hours flying each way or days travelling by car in some very isolated parts of the country
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Broome
Lions Magic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The hospital contacted the Broome Lions club. The 14 members of Broome Lions took up the challenge to raise about $18,000 to purchase two specialist cancer treatment chairs and ancillary equipment. Over 3 months, the club raised the funds via a raffle of a fishing boat, with 2nd and 3rd prizes of a portable fridge and some fishing equipment.  SummaryWhat do these diverse stories have in common? In them we see Lions in Action, we see the Global Action team at work. Lions Leaders saw needs, not necessarily in their community but where there was a need and they might make a difference. Lions membership embraced the opportunities. Lions leaders and Lions members worked to solve problems. Lions reputation encouraged others to join us in assisting. Lions, with the support and help of other community groups and organisations,  provided service to people in need. Lions worked with their communities to reach out and help others.  Showing kindness to communities and demonstrating the impact Lions in Action can have.The Global Action Team is the catalyst to make things happen.THE ENDThank you PCC Howard for sharing with us, how a nation of Lion volunteers move as one, to address national and local needs during a crisis.



Poll Break

How does your club find new 
ideas for service projects?

• From an immediate need in the community
• Our community asks us for help
• Local partners initiate projects
• Our members bring new ideas to meetings
• Community Needs Assessment

Service Inspiration
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This has been quite a journey, with a reoccurring theme of Lions organizing, mobilizing and acting in response to the immediate needs of their communities and their nations.our second and final poll question speaks to “Inspiration.” I’d  like to get your thoughts on how your clubs are serving:This question asks: How does your club find new ideas for service projects?Let’s activate that poll question. Comment on poll



Club and Community 
Needs Assessment
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Available on the Service 
Toolkit webpage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As your club prepares to organize, mobilize and act, the Club and Community Needs assessment tool is a great place to start. This resources assists clubs to apply their unique strengths and motivation to address the needs and opportunities within their local community. This resource is available on the Service Toolkit webpage. 



Questions or Comments?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been receiving your questions throughout the session. And we have about [remaining time] left to share some of those with our storytellers. I would now like to invite our GAT team to share a few of those questions.



• Join the conversation on our Lions 
Global Action Team Facebook group

• Send your success stories to GAT 
through the GAT Webpage

• This webinar’s recording will be 
available on Lionsclubs.org/virtual 
later this week

• Contact GAT@lionsclubs.org with 
any questions

Next steps
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This brings us to the end this event, our 3rd instalment in our GAT stories from the field series. I would like to invite everyone to join us in the Lions Global Action Team Facebook group following the close of this session, where you can start conversations with Lions about your local success stories.We would like to hear more about your own stories from field. Please send us your success stories to GAT through the GAT webpage.And as a reminder This webinar’s recording will be available on the virtual events landing page on Lionsclubs.org later this week. We encourage everyone to share this recording throughout your Lion network.



Thank You
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We would like to thank our GAT area leaders, our storytellers, for giving of their time and inspiration during this global journey. I invite them to switch on their cameras, and join me in thanking all of you for joining us for this session, and we look forward to seeing everyone on the Lions Global Action Team Facebook page, where the conversation of service and fellowship continues.I would like to end by revisiting the Native American proverb “Tell me the facts and I’ll learn. Tell me the truth and I’ll believe. But tell me a story and it will live in the heart forever.”Thank you
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